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Avengers Nov 21 2019 What is it that makes one an Avenger? That's what this book starring characters from all across the Avengers' history will attempt to
answer! Featuring tales of Iron Man, Captain America, the Thing, Iron Fist, Justice, Firestar, Squirrel Girl, Nova and the Young Avengers and more!
Avengers Jun 21 2022 Victime de ses pouvoirs incontrôlables, Wanda Maximoff, alias la Sorcière Rouge, a provoqué la fin des Avengers. Une nouvelle
génération de héros se lève alors : les Young Avengers. Lorsque Wanda disparaît mystérieusement, les Young Avengers sont bien décidés à la retrouver.
Leur quête va les mener à travers le monde où ils vont croiser le Docteur Fatalis, Magnéto, les Avengers ou les X-Men. Autant de rencontres qui forgeront
des liens d'amitié, mais aboutiront aussi à des combats qui bouleverseront l'univers Marvel.
Young Avengers - Volume 1 Sep 12 2021 When a mysterious group of young super heroes appears calling themselves the Young Avengers, Captain
America and Iron Man try to find out the identity of this new group.
House of M Oct 21 2019 The Avengers and the X-Men are faced with a common foe that becomes their greatest threat: Wanda Maximoff! The Scarlet
Witch is out of control, and the fate of the entire world is in her hands. Will Magneto help his daughter or use her powers to his own benefit? Starring the
Astonishing X-Men and the New Avengers! You know how sometimes you hear the phrase: and nothing will ever be the same again? Well, this time believe
it, buster! Nothing will ever be the same again! Collects House of M (2005) #1-8.
Young Avengers - Volume 2 May 08 2021 The newly reconfigured Young Avengers prepare to make their public debut, but first they have to face a threat
more powerful than Kang the Conqueror and more cunning than the Masters of Evil: their parents. This volume collects "Young Avengers" issues #7-#12
and the "Young Avengers Special." Young adult.
Young Avengers Vol. 2 Jul 10 2021 Collects Young Avengers (2013) #6-10. Ever wonder what the super hero equivalent of a terrible soul-sucking, talentwasting temp job is? Wonder what Tommy (aka Speed) has been up to? Wonder why mutant David Alleyne (aka Prodigy) hasn't been even in the
background in any one of the eight thousand X-books? Discover answers herein! Then: existential horror turns cosmic horror as something emerges from the
shadows of the past...and it seems that the Young Avengers have one more thing to worry about. The team races desperately across the multi verse in pursuit
of their missing friend, but their road trip goes crazy as it reaches its desti nati on. Because its desti nati on is mainly excitement and heartbreak. Several
Young Avengers decide what to do next. The question is, whether they stay Young Avengers! Plus: Are you ready for Mother's Day?
Family Matters May 20 2022 When a mysterious group of young super heroes appears calling themselves the Young Avengers, Captain America and Iron
Man try to find out the identity of this new group.
Young Avengers Aug 11 2021 When a mysterious group of young super heroes appears calling themselves the Young Avengers, Captain America and Iron
Man try to find out the identity of this new group.
Avengers Academy Vol. 1 Dec 23 2019 Determined to keep the tradition alive, founding Avenger Hank Pym leads a core team of veteran heroes in
creating a place where the next generation of Earth's Mightiest can be trained by the greatest of those who preceded them. An institution where everyone
who has ever been an Avenger can share their skill, knowledge and experience. The future is in their hands...and in the hands of the six young super-humans
chosen to make up the inaugural class. But who are they?
Crisis of Conscience May 28 2020 Following the events in the murder mystery Identity Crisis comes the Crisis of Conscience of the world's greatest
superheroes - the Justice League of America! The JLA face a crossroads, as each member questions the morality of their actions in secretly wiping the minds
of a group of supervillains, following their attack on a JLA member's wife. But new threats loom in the form of the Secret Society of Supervillians, victims
of the mind-erasure who seek to enact revenge on those closest to the JLA, and an old, deadly threat who has resurfaced with murder in mind! Friendships
are tested and long-time alliances dissolve in this hero-packed tie-in to the epic Infinite Crisis storyline, written by Geoff Johns with art by Chris Batista!
Children's Crusade Jan 16 2022 The Young Avengers return in an epic adventure. When Wiccan's reality-altering powers begin to rival those of the
Scarlet Witch, the young hero sets out on a quest to find her that spans the Marvel Universe and pits Wiccan against both the Avengers and the Young
Avengers. But will Wiccan's desire to solve the mystery of his parentage be his salvation or his undoing? This self-contained Marvel adventure reintroduces
and redefines the Young Avengers and the Scarlet Witch for the Heroic Age and is essential reading for any Avengers fan.
Young Avengers Vol. 1 Mar 18 2022 Collects Young Avengers #1-6.ÿ In the wake of AVENGERS DISASSEMBLED, a mysterious new group of teen
super heroes appears. But who are they? Where did they come from? And what right do they have to call themselves the Young Avengers?
America Chavez Sep 19 2019 Collects America Chavez: Made In The USA (2021) #1-5. America Chavez is incredible — her origins, her strength, her
dimension-shattering star portals! But when the foundation of everything she believes is shaken, America must stand up and confront the parts of herself
she’s been running from. Her life is about to be shattered into a million pieces by a mysterious adversary. When her tormentor is revealed, their face will be
shocking, to say the least — but it’s what they reveal that will rock her world. And then? It’s just a matter of whether or not to believe them. From writer
Kalinda Vazquez (Marvel’s Runaways) and artist Carlos Gómez (AMAZING MARY JANE) comes an explosive, brand-new story all about what made
America Chavez who she is — and what she’ll do to protect the ones she loves.
Wonder Woman: Who Is Wonder Woman? (New Edition) Dec 03 2020 From the screenwriter behind 2017's WONDER WOMAN feature film, Allan
Heinberg, comes the classic graphic novel WONDER WOMAN: WHO IS WONDER WOMAN? Diana has gone missing! Donna Troy, former sidekick of
the Amazon Warrior, must take up the mantle of Wonder Woman! But secretly, Diana is working under her former alias Diana Prince, acting as a secret
agent and member of the Department of Metahuman Affairs. Her first assignment is to save Donna Troy - but will she retake the role of Wonder Woman?
With stunning art by Terry Dodson (TEEN TITANS: EARTH ONE VOL. 1), this graphic novel collects WONDER WOMAN #1-4, plus WONDER
WOMAN ANNUAL #1.
Empyre Omnibus Jan 24 2020 The entire intergalactic event! When the long-warring Kree and Skrull races unite under a new Emperor and set course for
Earth, the Avengers and the Fantastic Four stand in the way! But another alien race is working in the shadows -- and soon the galaxy will face a far deadlier
threat than its two most powerful empires combined! As a three-way war rages across Earth, the effects are felt by Captain Marvel, Venom, the X-Men and

more -- and the fallout will be huge for the Avengers and FF! COLLECTING: Incoming 1; Road to Empyre: The Kree/Skrull War 1; Empyre 0 Avengers,
Fantastic Four; Empyre 1-6; Empyre Aftermath: Avengers 1; Empyre Fallout: Fantastic Four 1; Lords of Empyre: Emperor Hulkling 1, Celestial Messiah 1,
Swordsman 1; Empyre: X-Men 1-4, Savage Avengers 1, Captain America 1-3, Avengers 1-3; X-Men (2019) 10-11; Fantastic Four (2018) 21-23; Captain
Marvel (2019) 18-21; Immortal She-Hulk 1; Web of Venom: Empyre's End 1; Black Panther and the Agents of Wakanda 7-8; Empyre Handbook 1
Young Avengers by Heinberg and Cheung Omnibus Jul 22 2022 Acclaimed TV veteran Allan Heinberg and superstar artist Jim Cheung's complete
YOUNG AVENGERS collaborations -- in a single Omnibus for the first time! When the original Avengers disband, costumed teens Patriot, Asgardian,
Hulkling, Iron Lad, Hawkeye and Stature unite to fill the gap. Their first order of business: surviving the wrath of Kang the Conqueror! Second? Weathering
the disapproval of the adult Avengers! But when their teammate Billy's magical powers spiral out of control, the Young Avengers set out to find the one
person who might help: the Scarlet Witch, who might be Billy's mother...and whose own uncontrollable powers caused the Avengers' dissolution! Once the
young heroes find her, nothing will ever be the same! COLLECTING: Young Avengers (2005) 1-12, Young Avengers Special (2005), Civil War: Young
Avengers & Runaways (2006) 1-4, Young Avengers Presents (2008) 1-6, Secret Invasion: Runaways/Young Avengers (2008) 1-3, Dark Reign: Young
Avengers (2009) 1-5, Siege: Young Avengers (2010) 1, Avengers: the Children's Crusade (2010) 1-9, Avengers: The Children's Crusade - Young Avengers
(2011) 1, Young Avengers (2005) 1 Director's Cut, material from Uncanny X-Men (1981) 526
Mighty Avengers Mar 06 2021 Doom, Thor, Black Bolt, Black Panther, Ka-Zar, Namor... There are many monarchs in the Marvel Universe, but only one so
powerful and so reviled that he had to be written out of history. He is THE UNSPOKEN. And his return will have dire consequences on both our world and
worlds beyond. It's a powerful storyline that will bring dishonor for one Mighty Avenger and redemption for another, a family reunion, and ties into both
Dark Reign and War of Kings. Collects Mighty Avengers #27-31.
America Vol. 1 Apr 26 2020 At last! Everyone's favorite no-nonsense powerhouse, America Chavez, gets her own series! Critically acclaimed young-adult
novelist Gabby Rivera and all-star artist Joe Quinones unite to shine a solo spotlight on America's high-octane and hard-hitting adventures! She was a Young
Avenger. She leads the Ultimates. And now she officially claims her place as the preeminent butt-kicker of the entire Marvel Universe! But what's a superpowered teenager to do when she's looking for a little personal fulfi llment? She goes to college! America just has to stop an interdimensional monster or two
first and shut down a pesky alien cult that's begun worshipping her exploits before work can begin. Then she can get on with her first assignment: a field trip
to the front lines of World War II - with Captain America as her wingman! COLLECTING: AMERICA (2017) #1-6.
Empyre Jun 28 2020 Collects Empyre #0 Avengers (2020), Empyre #0 Fantastic Four (2020), Empyre (2020) #1-6, Empyre Aftermath: Avengers (2020)
#1, Empyre Fallout: Fantastic Four (2020) #1. An intergalactic event that will reshape the Marvel Universe! Old allies make a distress call to the Avengers
with news of a terrible enemy that could wipe out humanity. Meanwhile, in the most unlikely of places, the Fantastic Four witness the final conflict of the
Kree/Skrull War — and a long-hidden Elder of the Universe stands revealed! With the Kree and Skrulls united under a new emperor, their war fleet charts a
course — for Earth! The Avengers are ready to fight, while the FF seek a diplomatic solution. But if they can’t work together, the world may not survive.
Either way, both teams will be tested as never before! The new Marvel Space Age begins here!
The Death of Captain Marvel Jun 16 2019 As Protector of the Universe and de facto defender of Earth, the Kree Captain Mar-Vell has triumphed over foes
large and small. But when Mar-Vell is diagnosed with cancer, he fi nds himself face-to-face with a foe that even his vast might can't defeat...and both he, and
a universe that loves him, must rally together to accept the inevitable. Plus, look back at the seminal battle with Nitro that infected Captain Marvel years
before - and, in the midst of a battle with Titan's planet-sized computer system, now corrupted by the madness of Thanos, witness the budding romance
between Mar-Vell and his true love Elysius! COLLECTING: MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1967) 12-13; CAPTAIN MARVEL (1968) 1, 34; MARVEL
SPOTLIGHT (1979) 1-2; MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL 1: THE DEATH OF CAPTAIN MARVEL
Young Avengers Presents Apr 07 2021 Patriot, Hulkling, Wiccan, Vision, Stature, Speed, and Hawkeye find their place in a new post-Civil War Marvel
Universe in this collection of six adventures.
Young Avenger Omnibus Vol. 1 Jun 09 2021 A mysterious new group of teen super heroes appears. But who are they? Where did they come from? And
what right do they have to call themselves the Young Avengers? The Young Avengers meet a familiar-looking teenage super human who just may be the
key to their uncovering the truth about Wiccan's parentage and secret origin. Meanwhile, Hulkling's quest to discover the exact nature of his tie to the
Avengers is interrupted when the Young Avengers finds themselves at war with one of the oldest and most powerful alien races in the Marvel Universe.
Collecting: Young Avengers (2005) 1-12 and Young Avengers Special (2005) 1
Infinity Incoming! Nov 02 2020 The grandest comsmic epic of all time looms on the horizon as Marvel marches toward Infinity! But how did Earth's
heroes reach this perilous tipping point? Learn the secret origin of the Inhumans, Marvel's strangest and most isolated community. What are the mysteries
surrounding the Terrigen Mist that gives them their uncanny abilities? Then, witness the boyhood of Thanos of Titan! How will his obsession with death
change the Marvel Universe's very nature? Finally, as the Avengers "go cosmic," putting together an expanded strikeforce to battle threats from the start, the
illuminati work in secret to prevent incursions from other dimensions! All the threads come together as the Marvel Universe teeters on teh brink of
intergalactic war! Infinity is coming! COLLECTING: Inhumans (1998), Thanos Rising 1, Avengers (2012) 1-2, New Avengers (2013) 2 and material from
Thor (1966) 146-149
Young Avengers Nov 14 2021 Scribe of the times Kieron Gillen brings you a brand new team of Young Avengers - your typical teenage superhero
team...with astronomical-sized problems! Ever felt like your parents just don't understand? Well, with an intergalactic breed of brain-sucking space parents
that really DO NOT understand hot on their heels, Billy Kaplan (Wiccan) and boyfriend Teddy Altman (Hulking) will accept help from just about anyone even the totally mischievous, pint-sized Kid Loki! This fabulous super team are about to rediscover, all over again... It's not easy being teen!
Avengers Feb 17 2022 The Young Avengers return in an epic saga by series creators Allan Heinberg and Jim Cheung. When Wiccan's reality-altering
powers begin to rival those of the Scarlet Witch, the young hero sets out on a quest to find her that spans the Marvel Universe and pits Wiccan against both
the Avengers and the Young Avengers. But will Wiccan's desire to solve the mystery of his parentage be his salvation or his undoing? With three words, the
Scarlet Witch changed the world forever...and now with her return, nothing will ever be the same for the Marvel Universe. This self-contained Marvel event
reintroduces and redefines the Young Avengers and the Scarlet Witch for the Heroic Age, and is essential reading for any Avengers fan. COLLECTING:
UNCANNY X-MEN (1963) 526 (B STORY); AVENGERS: THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE 1-9; AVENGERS: THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE - YOUNG
AVENGERS 1
New Avengers Jul 30 2020 EVERYTHING IS NEW. In the wake of SECRET WARS, the old order changeth - and Bobby DaCosta, Sunspot, is just the
man to changeth it. Welcome to AVENGERS IDEA MECHANICS -- a super-scientific global rescue squad of tomorrow's heroes...today! America doesn't
want them! S.H.I.E.L.D. doesn't know what to do with them! But Earth might not survive without...the NEW AVENGERS! COLLECTING: New Avengers
#1-6, Avengers #0 (New Avengers story).
Young Avengers by Kieron Gillen and Jamie Mckelvie Omnibus Feb 05 2021 Kieron Gillen and Jamie McKelvie's groundbreaking, critically acclaimed
epic is collected in one gorgeous oversized hardcover! The Young Avengers are reinvented for the 21st century as Wiccan, Hulkling and Kate "Hawkeye"
Bishop unite with Kid Loki, Marvel Boy, Prodigy and Ms. America. Someone has to save the entire multiverse. They're someone. No pressure, right? As
cosmic horror emerges from the shadows of the past, the Young Avengers race desperately across dimensions -- but once they take on the gig to save reality,
they may never be able to go home again! Meanwhile, Kid Loki is up to something. Surprise, I know. Fight scenes! Kissing! Fake IDs! Kissing! Drama!

Conflict! Plentiful feels! (a.k.a. "meaningful emotional character beats" for people who aren't on tumblr.) And oh yeah, nightclubs! Read it! COLLECTING:
Young Avengers (2013) 1-15, Marvel Now! Point One (2012) 1 (Young Avengers Story)
Civil War Aug 31 2020 Collects Civil War: Young Avengers & Runaways #1-4.
Young Avengers by Allen Heinberg and Jim Cheung: The Complete Collection Oct 25 2022 TV veteran Allan Heinberg makes his comics debut,
melding his unique ear for realistic teen characters with the trademark action and adventure of the Marvel Universe. Lauded as "a great piece of
entertainment" by Silver Bullet Comics, Young Avengers became the sleeper hit of 2005 and the critical darling of 2006! When the original Avengers
disband, a team of teenage heroes comes together to fill the gap. Their first order of business: surviving the wrath of Kang the Conqueror and weathering the
disapproval of the adult Avengers! Next, the newly formed Young Avengers take on super-powered sadist Mister Hyde, the extraterrestrial Super-Skrull and
a full-scale alien invasion, juggling their parents and their private lives at the same time! COLLECTING: YOUNG AVENGERS 1-12, SPECIAL
Jla Oct 01 2020 In the wake of IDENTITY CRISIS, the JLA decides the time has come to tell Batman that they stole part of his memory. But, the League is
attacked by the Secret Society of Super-Villains-out for vengeance now that their own memories are restored. As the JLA battles, the Martian Manhunter
confronts Despero-the alien conqueror and the one behind the villains' memory-restoration. By the time the dust settles, the JLA may have won the battle but
lost the war! A new volume collecting the amazing sequel to IDENTITY CRISIS from JLA #115-119, written by Geoff Johns (INFINITE CRISIS, JSA,
THE FLASH) and Allan Heinberg (YOUNG AVENGERS) with stunning art by Chris Batista (LEGION) and Mark Farmer (JUSTICE LEAGUE- THE
NAIL)!
Young Avengers Ultimate Collection Dec 15 2021 In Sidekicks, in the wake of Avengers Disassembled, a mysterious new group of teen super heroes
appears. But who are they? Where did they come from? And what right do they have to call themselves the Young Avengers? Collecting Young Avengers
#1-12 and Young Avengers Special.
JLA Vol. 9 Jul 18 2019 THE END OF THE JUSTICE LEAGUE In this follow-up to the best-selling IDENTITY CRISIS and prelude to the epic INFINITE
CRISIS, Kurt Busiek (ASTRO CITY, JLA/AVENGERS), Geoff Johns (JUSTICE LEAGUE), Allan Heinberg (WONDER WOMAN) and others tell the
story of the final days of the JLA! The Earth has survived catastrophe after catastrophe, from alien invasions to the sun dying, but it has never reached a
turning point quite like this, and neither has the JLA. While no one knows the Infinite Crisis that is coming, the members of the JLA can feel it, and itÕs
starting to wear on their already-frayed nerves. The beginning of the end starts with an incursion from the antimatter universe by the Crime Syndicate of
America, the JLAÕs evil dimensional counterparts. As chaos reigns across Earth, the two super-teams must band together before the might of the Weaponers
of Qward. Closer to home, Batman has learned the truth behind the Justice LeagueÕs darkest secret: that they used magic to alter the minds of the Secret
Society of Super-Villains. With the Society returned, seeking vengeance, the League is forced to question the fine line between hero and vigilante. Collects
JLA #107-125 and JLA SECRET FILES 2004.
Thor by Jason Aaron Omnibus Mar 26 2020 Jason Aaron and legendary artistic collaborators including Esad Ribi? and Russell Dauterman begin a truly
epic saga of Thor -- whoever he or she may be! Across the ages, gods are vanishing -- and the God of Thunder must unite with his past and future selves to
stand against Gorr the God Butcher! Meanwhile, Malekith the Accursed begins a bloody rampage that will spread war throughout the realms. Which makes
it a terrible time for the Odinson to be rendered unworthy of lifting Mjolnir! Another hero will hold the hammer high, fighting for Asgard and Midgard as
Thor -- the Goddess of Thunder! She'll battle Malekith, Loki, Roxxon...and even Odin! But who is she under the mask? And what is this new Thor's terrible
secret? COLLECTING: Thor: God of Thunder (2012) 1-25, Thor (2014) 1-8, Thor Annual (2015) 1, Thors (2015) 1-4, Mighty Thor (2015) 1-12
The Children's Crusade Apr 19 2022
Avengers Academy Volume 1 Feb 23 2020 Determined to keep the tradition alive, founding Avenger Hank Pym leads a core team of veteran heroes in
creating a place where the next generation of Earth's Mightiest can be trained by the greatest of those who preceded them. The future is in their hands...andin
the hands of the six young superhumans chosen to make up the inaugural class. But who are they? And what dark secret will turn their world upside down?
Collecting: IRON MAN (1968) #193-200
Young Avengers Volume 2 Jan 04 2021 Ever wonder what the super hero equivalent of a terrible soul-sucking, talent-wasting temp job is? Wonder what
Tommy (aka Speed) has been up to? Wonder why mutant David Alleyne (aka Prodigy) hasn't been even in the background in any one of the eight thousand
X-books? Discover answers herein! Then: existential horror turns cosmic horror as something emerges from the shadows of the past...and it seems that the
Young Avengers have one more thing to worry about. The team races desperately across the multi verse in pursuit of their missing friend, but their road trip
goes crazy as it reaches its desti nati on. Because its desti nati on is mainly excitement and heartbreak. Several Young Avengers decide what to do next. The
question is, whether they stay Young Avengers! Plus: Are you ready for Mother's Day? COLLECTING: YOUNG AVENGERS 6-10
Young Avengers Oct 13 2021 A mysterious new group of teen super heroes appears. But who are they? Where did they come from? And what right do they
have to call themselves the Young Avengers?
Avengers Aug 23 2022 The Young Avengers are the heroes of tomorrow. But two of their members - twin brothers Wiccan and Speed - are boys without a
past. When Wiccan's powers begin spiraling out of control, the team sets out to find the one person who might be able to help: the Scarlet Witch, who may
be the twins' mother, and whose own uncontrollable powers once almost destroyed the Avengers and nearly wiped out the mutant race. Their search will take
them across the world and through time, reunite them with friends thought lost, and pit them against enemies they have no hope of defeating; it will find
them on the run from the Avengers and aligned with former mutant terrorist Magneto, the Scarlet Witch's father. And once they fi nd the Scarlet Witch,
whose mere words can alter reality, nothing will ever be the same! COLLECTING: AVENGERS: THE CHILDREN'S CRUSADE 1-9, AVENGERS: THE
CHILDREN'S CRUSADE - YOUNG AVENGERS 1
Wolverine Aug 19 2019 A new chapter in the secret origin of one of Marvel's most mysterious characters is revealed, by superstars Kieron Gillen and
Adam Kubert! A few years after the events of ORIGIN finds James "Logan" Howlett running with the wolves, until something unexpected brings him back
into the world of men! And when word of a clawed wild man reaches civilizati on, the hunt to capture him begins! James soon falls afoul of someone
Sinister, who's just discovering mutantkind - and the horrors he can visit on them. Escaping his captors and rediscovering his humanity, James and Clara are
on the run - but can Sinister off er James something he can't refuse? The mutant who will someday become Wolverine must choose: Is he man or beast? Plus:
Discover the secret behind James' greatest enemy, the man called Creed! COLLECTING: ORIGIN II 1-5
Young Avengers Sep 24 2022 When a mysterious group of young super heroes appears calling themselves the Young Avengers, Captain America and Iron
Man try to find out the identity of this new group.
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